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Freehold Borough School District 

District Mission 

We will inspire the creativity and imagination of all students and empower them as 

knowledgeable, skillful, and confident learners who flourish and contribute willingly in a 

changing world. 

Core Beliefs 

We believe that: 

● All people have inherent worth. 

● Lifelong learning is basic to the survival and advancement of society. 

● The primary influence on the individual's development is the family in all its forms. 

● Valuing diversity is essential to individual growth and the advancement of society. 

● All individuals have strengths and human potential has no known limits. 

● Democracy thrives when individuals accept responsibility for their choices. 

● Being trustworthy builds trust. 

● Creativity and imagination are essential for society to flourish. 

● A safe environment is essential for the well-being of the individual and for society to 

flourish 
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Freehold Borough School District 

Philosophy 

The philosophy for our curriculum is developed with a democratic system of beliefs and values.  

Believing that our students deserve the best education, our curriculum is aligned to the most 

current New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards and current statewide assessments.  Our 

scope and sequence is vertically and horizontally aligned.  The progression of objectives 

embraces decades of rigorous research, conducted both independently and at the university level, 

and acknowledges that children develop differently and that learning experiences and strategies 

for performance are differentiated.  Our borough is a diverse community, rich in tradition and 

spirit.  Knowledge is a fusion balancing authentic experience and content, which language arts 

literacy skills are integrated with other content areas.  Our curriculum contains common 

expectations that are rigorous and student centered, and teachers, who are most proximal to the 

children, will use this document as an instrument to ensure student success. 

To ensure that our children are successful and receive the best education, this curriculum 

document, our staff will continuously collaborate on this living document.  We will develop 

purposeful and effective formative and summative assessments which measure growth of our 

curriculum and inform our instruction.  Finally, we will continuously seek to grow professionally 

through professional development, which is aligned to statewide regulations, but specifically 

geared to benefit our curriculum, school, and children. 

General Curriculum & Instruction Objectives 

● Teachers will employ lessons that are aligned to our curriculum and framed utilizing 

current research-based methods and techniques that focus on student achievement 

● Our lessons will be structured according to statewide and district standards and our 

teachers will have flexibility to ensure that lessons meet the needs of all learners 

● Units and lessons will be differentiated  

● Curriculum is be student focused on success and balances developmental theory and 

psychometric standards 

● Democratically developed benchmarks and assessments will be utilized to gauge student 

and curricular growth.  Assessment will be multidimensional and developed according to 

student need. 
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Educational Outcome Goals/Course Overview 

Instructional Methods 
 

Instructional Read Aloud - Teachers have always read aloud to young children, but recent 

research has shown that reading aloud can benefit middle and secondary students as well. 

Reading aloud to teenagers stimulates their imaginations and emotions; models good reading 

behavior; exposes them to a range of literature; enriches their vocabularies and understanding of 

sophisticated language patterns; makes difficult text understandable; models the fact that 

different genres are read differently; supports independent reading; and can encourage a lifelong 

enjoyment of reading. 

  

The purpose of Interactive Read Aloud is for students to hear fluent reading as they develop 

higher level thinking skills such as analysis, synthesis and inference, and for teachers to 

explicitly model skills and strategies through Read Aloud-Think Alouds. Read Alouds expose 

students to a variety of genres and culturally relevant texts. Favorite texts and mentor texts are 

selected for special features and can be reread many times. 

  

Student talk is linked directly to comprehension.  Building the ability to communicate and think 

about texts is highly valued in the literacy classroom.  During the read-aloud, teachers foster 

discussion about a text amongst the class.  The teacher may show portions of the text to students 

on the document camera or by handing out sections of the text for students to hone in on and 

close read.  However, at the middle level, it is highly recommended that students activate 

listening during a read aloud- by not having a copy of the text.  This supports engagement and 

enhances active learning.   

  

Read aloud can happen in a 40 minute block, incorporating read aloud and talk and stop and jot 

in the reader’s notebook.  It can happen 1-2 times per week.  Shorter periods of read aloud can 

happen across the week at shorter intervals of time. 

  

Research Evidence for Independent Reading and Reading Achievement 

                                                            

―Struggling readers need to read a lot because it is during the actual reading that they can 

practice all those complicated strategies and skills they are developing in unison. There is good 

evidence (Torgeson & Hudson, 2006) that we can design interventions that include word 

recognition skills and strategies and still be left with students who cannot read fluently and with 

comprehension. It isn’t that teaching struggling readers better word reading skills and strategies 

isn’t important, but rather that better word reading skills and strategies will not necessarily 

improve the reading of text—real reading, the ultimate goal. What we need in order to help 
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struggling readers develop is the substantially more complicated achievement of reading text 

accurately, fluently, and with comprehension. The only way to do this is to design interventions 

such that struggling readers engage in lots of text reading.‖ ‐Allington, R. A. (2009). What 

Really Matters in Response to Intervention: Research‐based Designs. Boston, MA: Pearson 

Education. 

                                                            

Krashen, S. (2004). The Power of Reading: Insights from the Research (2nd ed.). Portsmouth, 

NH: Heinemann. Krashen reports that in 93% of reading comprehension test comparisons, 

children who read in class or who read more in class performed as well or better than 

counterparts who didn’t read or didn’t read as much. 

                                                            

Allington, R. (2000). What Really Matters for Struggling Readers: Designing Research‐based 

Programs. NY: Longman. ―Replacing whatever went on in classrooms with added reading time 

was just as effective as, or more effective than, traditional instruction in enhancing reading 

comprehension.‖ 

                                    

Lewis, M. & Samuels, S. J. (2005). Read More, Read Better? A Meta‐analysis of the Literature 

on the Relationship Between Exposure to Reading and Reading Achievement. Unpublished 

manuscript, University of MN, Minneapolis. Lewis and Samuels report on a meta‐analysis of 

experimental studies of the relationship between ―exposure to reading‖ (independent reading in 

any format) and reading achievement. Results provided clear causal evidence that students who 

have in‐school independent reading time in addition to regular reading instruction do 

significantly better on measures of reading achievement than peers who have not had reading 

time. Reading time was especially beneficial for students at earlier stages of reading 

development: students in lower grades, those experiencing difficulties in learning to read, and 

students learning English as a second language. 

                                                            

Block, C. & Mangieri, J. (2002). Recreational Reading: Twenty Years Later. The Reading 

Teacher, Vol. 55, No. 6, pp. 572‐580. Block and Mangieri report that abundant recreational 

reading (in and out of school) has been linked to higher achievement test scores, vocabulary 

growth, and more sophisticated writing styles. 

                                                            

Taylor, B. Frey, M., & Maruyama, K. (1990). Time Spent Reading and Reading Growth. 

American Educational Research Journal, Vol. 27, pp. 351‐362. As few as 15 extra minutes of 

reading make a difference, especially for struggling readers. 

                                                                                                            

During independent reading, students read in their heads.  They read alone.  They read just right 

texts mostly - sometimes applying strategies explicitly taught to grade level texts as well.  

Students can read the same book in partnerships or in a book club.  They still read alone, but set 
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goals together and meet to discuss what was read. 

  

Conferring and Small Groups - While students read, the teacher meets with students to support 

their reading.   

  

Please see http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/top_teaching/2009/10/reading-workshop for 

further clarification on the mini-lesson and independent reading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://mail.freeholdboro.k12.nj.us/owa/redir.aspx?C=tUHNkibSu020Erx42bYJZStLkA6hU9FI1mV8npqItigiwogBTay3ZNgrerJ_KiZCZYcD6mNgzjc.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.scholastic.com%2fteachers%2ftop_teaching%2f2009%2f10%2freading-workshop
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Core Materials 

 

Unit 1 

Texts:  

Don’t You Dare Read This, Mrs. Dunphrey, ―Mrs. Olinski‖, ―Raymond’s Run‖, ―The White 

Umbrella‖, ―Eleven‖, Chicken Sunday by Patricia Polacco 

 

Unit 2 

Texts:  

Franklin D. Roosevelt A Leader in Troubled Times by Editors of TIME for Kids; Franklin D. 

Roosevelt From New Deal to World Statesman by Adrian Gilbert; Promises to Keep by Sharon 

Robinson; Stealing Home The Story of Jackie Robinson by Barry Denenberg 

 

Unit 3 

Texts:  

Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck; The Pearl and ―The Travels with Charlie‖ by John 

Steinbeck 

 

Unit 4 

Texts:  

Tell Them We Remember - The Story of the Holocaust by Susan D. Bachrach;; The Holocaust 

by Susan Willoughby 

 

Unit 5 

Texts: 

 ―All Summer in a Day‖ by Ray Bradbury; ―Last Dog‖ by Katherine Paterson ; ―Harrison 

Bergeron‖ by Kurt Vonnegut; ―The Lottery‖ by Shirley Jackson; ―The Veldt‖ by Ray Bradbury; 

―The Fun They Had‖ by Isaac Isamov 
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Pacing Guide 

 

 

Unit Reading Writing 

Launching Reader’s and 

Writer’s Workshop/Fictional 

Reading and Writing 

Narrative 
September/October  

Independent Reading 

Reading Realistic Fiction  

Memoir 

Realistic Fiction Story 

Responding to Literature 

Reading Biography and 

Writing Research Based 

Argument Essay 

Informational Reading and 

Writing to Inform/Explain 
October/December 

Independent Reading  

Reading Informational 

Texts 

Argument Writing on the 

worthiness of contributions 

Explanatory Essay on chosen 

biography subject 

Reading Literature and 

Writing Literary Essays 

Author Comparison 
January/February 

Independent Reading  

Reading Realistic Fiction 

Author Study 

Literary Essay on Author 

Study 

Reading Informational and 

Literary Texts & Writing 

Argument and Informational 

Texts - The Holocaust Unit 
March/April 

Independent Reading  

 

Informational Articles 

Informational Websites 

Social Studies Connection - 

Colonies On Demand Essay  

Explanatory Writing 

Persuasive Writing on Getting 

Support/Donations 

Reading Dystopian Fiction 

and Writing Narrative 

Ending/Dystopian Story 
May/June 

Independent Reading 

Fantasy/Dystopian 

Re-writing alternate ending to 

dystopian stories read 

Fantasy/Dystopian Story 
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Unit 1 Plan Title 
 

Launching Reader’s and Writer’s Workshop 

Literature and Narrative Writing 

Suggested Time Frame September/October  

 

Overview / Rationale 

This unit is designed to last approximately six weeks in order to assess reading levels and 

reorient our students to the Readers and Writers workshop.  While it is our expectation that 

eighth graders read over the summer, and although we strongly encourage this, we know that 

for many of our students, this will be the first time in two months they are reading and 

writing with the kind of rigor with which we expect an eighth grader to work.  This is a very 

important time in the year where we rebuild the stamina needed to read and write for 

stretches at a time as well as gear up for the complex tasks ahead.  Most importantly, 

September focuses on assessment so that instruction can be tailored to the needs of individual 

students. 

 

 

Stage 1 – Desired Results  

Established Goals: 

RL 8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text 

says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

  

RL 8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over 

the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; 

provide an objective summary of the text. 

  

RL 8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel 

the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 

  

RL 8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 

figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on 

meaning and tone, including analogies or allusions to other texts 

  

W 8.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective 

technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event sequences 

  

    L 8.1d Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb voice and mood. 
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Enduring Understandings: 
 

Students will understand that good readers 

actively read text and good writers follow a 

process to improve their work. 

 

Students will recognize the mechanics of good 

writing and the importance of using it to 

communicate effectively. 

Essential Questions: 
 

What are the habits of strong readers and 

writers? 

  

What strategies do strong readers use when 

engaging with complex texts? 

  

What are the qualities of strong writing? 

 

Knowledge: 

Students will explore motivation of 

major/minor characters in order to understand 

characterization. 

Students can analyze how dialogue or 

incidents in a story reveal aspects of a 

character. 

Students can examine text to determine what 

is said explicitly and what is inferred about a 

character. 

Students can  make inferences about a literary 

text and provide text evidence to support my 

ideas. 

Students can examine text to determine the 

tone set by the author and provide evidence to 

support my claim. 

Students can determine a theme or central idea 

of a literary text and provide supportive text 

evidence. 

Students can provide a summary of a literary 

text using the (S)omebody-(W)anted-(B)ut-

(S)o-(T)hen Strategy. 

Students can create a strong lead. 

Students can write a narrative using effective 

techniques, relevant descriptive details and a 

well-structured event sequence.  

Students can recognize and correct 

inappropriate shifts in verb voice and mood. 

 

Skills: 
Readers will independently identify 3 

character traits of a main character and offer 

3 pieces of text evidence to support their 

theories by using their independent reading 

book.   

  

Readers will work collaboratively through a 

group read aloud to determine the central 

idea of a short story and offer several pieces 

of text evidence to support their theories.     

  

Readers will work collaboratively to provide 

a one-paragraph summary of a literary text 

by using the whole-class story. 

  

Readers will independently pull out 3 

separate lines of dialogue that highlight 

distinct traits of the main character in their 

independent reading book. 

  

Readers will independently pull out 3 

separate lines of dialogue that highlight 

distinct traits of the minor character in their 

independent reading book. 

  

Readers will independently define the tone 

of their independent reading book and offer 

at least 3 forms of text evidence to support 

their theory. 

  

Writers will independently generate a list of 

3-5 characters in their writer’s notebooks, 
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 developing physical and personality traits 

  

Writers will independently generate a list of 

at least 3-5 characters in their writer’s 

notebooks, identifying possible issues faced 

by middle school students. 

  

Writers will focus on one developed 

character and expand background and 

possible relationships with others. 

  

Writers will create at least 2-3 realistic 

scenarios that might happen to their 

developed character using ―What if‖ 

situations. 

  

Writers will consider possible conflicts 

facing their chosen characters and develop 

the ideas for climax and resolution. 

  

Writers will continue to expand their chosen 

character through prompted character 

questionnaire. 

  

Writers will experiment with different leads 

for their narrative story. 

 

In this unit plan, the following 21st Century Life and Careers skills are addressed: 

Check ALL that apply – 
 

21
st
 Century Themes 

 Indicate whether these skills are: 

● E – encouraged 

● T – taught 

● A – assessed 

Career Ready Practices 

9.1 Personal Financial Literacy   CRP1.    Act as a responsible and 

contributing citizen and employee. 

 Income and Careers   CRP2.    Apply appropriate 

academic and technical skills. 

 Money Management  E CRP3.    Attend to personal health 

and financial well-being. 

 Credit and Debt Management  ETA CRP4.    Communicate clearly and 

effectively and with reason. 

 Planning, Saving, and Investing  ET CRP5.    Consider the 

environmental, social and economic 
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impacts of decisions. 

 Becoming a Critical Consumer  ETA CRP6.    Demonstrate creativity and 

innovation. 

 Civic Financial Responsibility   CRP7.    Employ valid and reliable 

research strategies. 

 Insuring and Protecting  ETA CRP8.    Utilize critical thinking to 

make sense of problems and 

persevere in solving them. 

9.2 Career Awareness, Exploration, 

and Preparation 

  CRP9.    Model integrity, ethical 

leadership and effective 

management. 

 Career Awareness   CRP10.  Plan education and career 

paths aligned to personal goals. 

 Career Exploration   CRP11.  Use technology to enhance 

productivity. 

 Career Preparation   CRP12.  Work productively in teams 

while using cultural global 

competence. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

 

T.8.1 All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information 

in order to solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate 

knowledge. 

 

 

 

Student Resources 

Primary Source  

Readings 

Independent Reading Books, readworks.org worksheets 

Secondary Source 

Readings 

 

Supporting Text pages  

Teacher Resources 

Texts: Don’t You Dare Read This, Mrs. Dunphrey, “Mrs. Olinski”, “Raymond’s Run”, “The 

White Umbrella”, “Eleven”, Chicken Sunday by Patricia Polacco, Power Points - Just Right 

Books, Characterization, Major and Minor Characters, Tone, Summarizing, Leads, Maintaining 

Verb Tenses 

 

Supplemental Workbooks: Prentice Hall Anthology for short stories listed above 

 

Websites: NJ State Model Assessment Unit Tests 

 

Worksheets: ―News Debate: ―F is for Fat?‖, ―Nighttime in Texas‖, ―In the Enemy’s Grip‖, 
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―Study Buddies‖, ―Is Tobacco Out to Hook Kids?‖, ―Sir Isaac Newton and LeBron James‖, 

―Crash Test‖, ―Water is Everywhere‖ 

 

Videos: 
 

 

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence 

Performance Task(s): 

Narrative Essay - Pre-writing and published 

draft 

Reader’s Notebook 

Writer’s Notebook 

Conferences 

 

 

Other Evidence: 

September Benchmark 

On Demand Narrative Writing 

Fountas and Pinnell Reading Assessment 

Essential Question Reflection 

Unit 1 Pre and Post Test 

Learning Scales 

DYDRT Novel Test 

Vocabulary Tests 

Grammar/Mechanic Assessment 

 

 

Stage 3 – Learning Plan 

Instructional 

Strategies 

Independent Reading & Writing 

Close Reading 

Guided Reading 

Small-Group Strategy Lessons 

Explicit, Whole-Group Mini-Lessons 

Explicit Strategy Instruction 

Read Aloud 

Partner Reading 

Turn and Talk 
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Stop and Jot 

Reading Log 

Free-Writing 

Writing Process 

Think-Aloud 

Modifications Special Education Students: Small strategy groups to support students, 

modifications according to IEP, questions embedded into Read-aloud are 

multi-leveled, scaffolded essay writing using graphic organizers, leveled 

reading books, adjusted paces 

 

English Language Learners: Same as above 

 

Students at Risk of Failure: Partner mentor, 21st Century homework 

help, home communication, choice boards 

 

Gifted Students: Enrichment clusters, group investigation, research, 

higher level supplemental texts 

 

D indicates differentiation at the lesson level 

 

Suggested Pacing Schedule 

Week 1 
  

Begin TC reading assessments 

Review habits, routines, rituals and rules 

Students choose IR books 

Begin reading Don’t You Dare Read This, Mrs. Dunphrey 

Qualities of strong writing – mechanic review 

  

Week 2 
 

Pre-writing through collection of ideas 

Active reading strategies: How do I stop and jot? What strategies can I use to keep track of 

my text?  How do I prepare for book talk? 

NJ State Model Reading Assessments 

Narrative story development through pre-writing – Examine other ―What if?‖ scenarios; 

Character Questionnaire. 

  

Week 3 
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Reading for long stretches of time 

Tone and evidence from text 

Retelling and summarizing 

Characterization 

Narrative story development using pre-writing 

  

Week 4 
 

Reading Independent Book 

Book Logs 

Marking text in close reads 

Qualities of strong writing – use mentor writings;  

Leads 

Reading responses 

  

Week 5 

Characterization 

Summarizing strategy 

Vocabulary practice 

Verb tenses in writing 

Revising and editing using Color Coding 

  

Week 6 

Plot Elements 

RN reactions using provided anchor chart terms 

Summarizing 

Revision of essay 

 

Teacher’s College Reading Assessments Should Be Complete!!! 

 

 

Learning Plan 

Date Reader’s Workshop Writer’s Workshop 

Day 1 Independent Reading takes place each day during On Demand Writing 
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Reader’s Workshop.  At this time, students will record 

thinking based on the objective for the day! 

 

Introduction to library-genres, how to sign out book log.  

 

Readers understand the role of the teacher and their own 

role during the read aloud.  

 

Readers think freely by using open-ended stop and jot 

and turn and talk during read aloud.  

 

Power Point on major/minor characters and 

characterization. 

  

– Demonstrate 

proficiency with 

narrative text: 

Using effective 

narrative techniques, 

write a story about a 

place that you have 

visited that has left 

you with a lasting 

memory. 

 

Day 2 Unit 1 Assessment to demonstrate proficiency of 

interacting with narrative text – Home to Harmony by 

Phillip Gulley 

 

 

 

Use mentor text ―Mrs. Olinski‖ to complete chart on 

characterization for the story. Use turn  and talk and 

stop and jot. 

  

  

Collect ideas for 

narrative writing: 

Create a list of 3-5 

characters and write 

specific details about 

their personality 

traits, physical 

features, and 

possible middle 

school issues. 

Day 3 Introduction to choosing- Just right book, choose books. 

 

Mini-lesson ―Responsibility in a Mini-Lesson‖ 

 

Strategy: I think, I notice, I wonder.  

 

Distribute DYDRT and preview covers,title, review, set 

up of chapters and make three predictions. 

Collect ideas for 

narrative writing: 

Think about 

background and 

relationships of 

characters already 

developed OR create 

another character. 

  

 

Day 4 Mini-Lesson- Readers can use their independent 

notebooks to jot their thinking/reactions. Jot down small 

important moments in text.  

 

Independent Reading- Meet with partner and begin 

sharing jots. 

Collect ideas for 

narrative writing: 

Think about the 

conflicts one or more 

of your created 

characters may have. 
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Read Section 1 of DYDRT and analyze,  noting 

elements of characterization.  How does dialogue reveal 

aspects of character? 

 

 

 

Complete the What 

If? Worksheet to 

help you determine 

the potential 

problem in your 

story. 

 

Day 5 Review- What is a mini lesson? What is your job during 

a mini-lesson? Students need to know to listen, copy 

down notes, and do the independent work quietly, and 

understand they are not sharing. 

  

Mini Lesson- Retell the most important parts to prove 

that they understand their books. 

 

 

 

 

 

Read Section 2 of DYDRT and make inferences 

providing textual evidence to support ideas. 

 

Create a ―What if?‖ 

Scenario for your 

created characters to 

explore, and 

determine if this can 

be the conflict in 

your story. 

 

Day 6 Mini-Lesson reflect on reading goals/modify. Students 

should be reading at a comfortable, but acceptable pace.  

 

Independent reading- Set personal goals for reading. 

How to meet with a book partner.  

 

 

Vocabulary practice for DYDRT – August 28-October 1 

word review. 

 

Writing about 

reading  

 

Day 7 Read DYDRT August 28
th

 through September 13
th

.  

Analyze, noting elements of characterization. How does 

dialogue reveal aspects of character? 

 

Writing about 

reading 

 

Day 8 Read DYDRT September 16th through October 1st.  

Analyze, noting elements of characterization. Make 

inferences providing text evidence to support ideas. 

Writers will plan 

possible resolutions 

for conflict in story. 
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Day 9 Lens- Important details about characters/ notice changes 

in character. Actions, dialogue, thoughts. Interactions 

with other characters. Characterization.  

 

Independent Reading- Notice and jot important details 

about characters. 

 

 

Vocabulary practice for DYDRT – October 6 – 

November 12
th

 – Word Review 

Writers will plan 

their narrative essay, 

noting characters 

involved, plot 

events, conflict, 

climax and 

resolution. 

Day 10 Finish Instructional Read Aloud ―DYDRT‖ - Making 

Predictions.  

 

Independent Reading- Making predictions and 

modifying their predictions as they read 

 

 

Read DYDRT October 6
th

 through October 27
th

. 

Analyze noting elements of characterization. What is the 

tone of the text, and what evidence supports your claim? 

 

 

Day 11 Mini-Lesson- Visualizing- choosing a scene from 

―DYDRT‖ 

 

Independent Reading- Visualize a scene- jot and sketch. 

 

 

Read DYDRT November 3
rd

 through November 12
th

.  

Analyze, practicing retelling and summarizing. 

 

 

Writers will 

experiment with 

different Leads for 

narrative story. 

Day 12 Vocabulary practice for DYDRT –– Section 3 

 

Study Guide – Students will use guided questions to 

summarize important events in Section 2 of DYDRT. 

 

Writers continue 

drafting narrative 

story making use of 

developed pre-

writing. 

 

Day 13 Read DYDRT November 18
th

 through December 18th. 

Analyze noting elements of characterization. What is the 
Writers continue 

drafting narrative 
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tone of the text, and what evidence supports your claim? 

Independent Reading - Cite evidence from independent 

book that shows the tone of the book and character 

traits. 

story making use of 

developed pre-

writing. 

 

Day 14 Read DYDRT December 28
th

 through February 4th.  

Analyze, practicing retelling and summarizing. 

 

Independent Reading - Summarize reading from 

personal book. 

Drafting & Revising 

– Providing Closure 

– Students craft the 

ending to their 

narrative. 

 

Day 15 Mini-lesson- Start looking for the bigger idea in the 

story from ―DYDRT.‖ 

 

Independent Reading- Finding the bigger idea in the 

story. (Theme).  

 

Vocabulary practice for DYDRT –– Section 4 

 

Study Guide – Students will use guided questions to 

summarize important events in Section 

Writers swap drafts 

to help give ideas for 

revision to partners. 

 

 

Day 16 Examine texts to determine the tone set by the author. –

Partner Stations 

 

 

Revision – Writers 

add to their drafts by 

using techniques 

such as setting and 

dialogue. 

 

Day 17 Partners will examine a model text to determine the 

major/minor characters, character traits and tone.  They 

will also use the SWBST strategy to summarize the 

reading. 

 

 

Writers will 

recognize 

inappropriate shifts 

in verb tense and 

make corrections. 

(Power Point - 

Maintaining Verb 

Tenses) 
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Day 18 Read DYDRT February 12th through February 28th. 

Analyze noting elements of characterization. What is the 

tone of the text, and what evidence supports your claim? 

Use the SWBST strategy to summarize the reading. 

 

Writers will look at 

their writing for 

overused and simple 

words, looking to 

replace with higher 

level choices 

provided in 

handouts. 

Day 19 Asking questions and accessing prior knowledge to 

think deeper about the text that they are reading.  

 

Independent Reading- Asking questions/seeking 

answers- Establish rules- books to consult, who to ask, 

independent time/conferring time.   

 

Analyze through close reading ―The Making of a 

Scientist‖, marking text with thoughts, questions, 

connections and use markings to answer questions. 

 

Hand out and 

Review the Student 

Friendly Rubric for 

Narrative Writing 

 

Editing – The four 

sentence types and 

end punctuation 

 

Day 20 Read DYDRT March 5
th

 through April 1
st
. Analyze 

noting elements of characterization, adding to chart. Use 

the SWBST strategy to summarize the reading. 

 

 

Editing – Using 

complex versus 

simple sentences 

 

Day 21 Vocabulary practice for DYDRT –– Section 5 

  

Study Guide – Students will use guided questions to 

summarize important events in Section 4. 

Final Copy – 

Students finish final 

copy of narrative 

story. 

 

Day 22 Create a compare/contrast presentation on the time 

period of the 80s with 21
st
 century.  They will focus on 

music, sayings, TV shows, news headlines, fads, toys, 

cars. 

 

Writers will 

revise/edit narrative, 

making changes to 

clarify and improve. 

– FINAL Draft 

should be typed 

and submitted via 

Google Apps by… 
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Day 23 Mini-lesson- Importance of Setting- Where and when 

and how it affects the characters from ―DYDRT.‖ 

 

Independent Reading- How does the setting affect my 

characters. 

  

What do I do when I finish a book? 

 

Finish reading last section of DYDRT.  Have students 

identify essential plot elements in RN and write a 

reaction to the novel.  Entries should begin with: I just 

finished reading the realistic fiction novel DYDRT by 

Margaret Peterson Haddix and found it ….. I feel this 

way because ….. Evidence from the book that supports 

my reaction is varied. One example is… 

  

Study Guide – Students will use guided questions to 

summarize important events in Section 5. 

 

On Demand 

Assessment – 

Students revisit their 

original ―On 

Demand‖ piece 

about a place they 

have visited which 

has left a lasting 

impression. Students 

think about the 

revisions they would 

make and begin 

rewriting. 

Day 24 Readers will do a close reading of text ―Eleven‖ by 

Sandra Cisneros, marking for reactions, questions, 

vocabulary, confusing text, key ideas. 

 

 Students continue to 

finish the final ―On 

Demand‖ about a 

place they have 

visited. 

Day 25 Mini-lesson- Timeline-Track the scenes. Notice how the 

characters are changing from ―Shells.‖ 

 

Independent Reading- When finishing a chapter, write a 

summary of what has been read in the independent 

reading. 

 

 

 Celebration of 

Writing – Sharing 

Narrative Writing 

Day 26  Mini-lesson-Think about how a character changes over 

time from ―Shells.‖ 

 

Independent Reading- Noticing how a character changes 

over time.  

 

Share- Building talk- fishbowl talk-students will listen 

in on conversations between partners. 

Celebration of 

Writing – Sharing 

Narrative Writing 
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Day 27 Post Assessment – Unit 1 – The Difficult Journey 

 

Celebration of 

Writing – Sharing 

Narrative Writing 
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Unit 2 Plan Title 
 

Unit 2 - Reading Biography and Writing Research Based 

Argument Essay 

Informational Reading and Writing to Inform/Explain 

Suggested Time Frame  

October/November 

 

Overview / Rationale 

The Common Core Standards place a strong emphasis on reading informational texts.  To 

prepare our students for high school reading and beyond, this unit exposes students to the 

genre of biography.  Students will investigate the life of one person who has made positive 

contributions to our world.  Students will read several texts about one person – unearthing 

various perspectives and points of view about this person’s impact on society.  By reading 

across several texts, students will discover the relationship between audience and content as 

well as author’s opinion and content.  

  

Students will then use the information gained from at least three sources to write an essay 

explaining why their chosen person is considered to be an influential person.  

 

 

Stage 1 – Desired Results  

Established Goals: 

RI 8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says 

explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

RI 8.2 Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, 

including its relationship to supporting ideas; provide an objective summary of the text. 

RI 8.3 Analyze how a text makes connections among and distinctions between individuals, 

ideas, or events (e.g., through comparisons, analogies, or categories). 

RI 8.5 Analyze in detail the structure of a specific paragraph in a text, including the role of 

particular sentences in developing and refining a key concept. 

RI 8.6 Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how the author 

acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence or viewpoints. 

RI 8.9 Analyze a case in which two or more texts provide conflicting information on the same 

topic and identify where the texts disagree on matters of fact or interpretation. 

W8.1 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence 

a)     Introduce claim(s), acknowledge and distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing 

claims, and organize the reasons and evidence logically. 

b)    Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate, credible 

sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text. 
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c)     Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among 

claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

d)    Establish and maintain a formal style. 

e)     Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument 

presented. 

 

 

 

Enduring Understandings: 
 

Reading is a process by which we construct 

meaning about the information being 

communicated by an author within a print or 

non-print medium. 

 

Character is demonstrated by every word and 

action of people. 

 

Essential Questions: 
 

Why do authors write biography? 

  

How have the actions of individuals and 

groups had an impact on the way we live 

today? 

  

How can a person’s decisions and actions 

change his/her life? 

  

How are a person’s decision and actions 

judged by a society?  What role do culture, 

class and religion play? 

 

Knowledge: 

Students can use structure and text features of a 

biography to help me make meaning of the 

text. 

Students can make inferences about a 

nonfiction text and provide text evidence to 

support my ideas. 

Students can determine important facts from a 

nonfiction text. 

Students can determine a theme or central idea 

of a nonfiction text and provide supportive text 

evidence. 

Students can provide a summary of a 

nonfiction text. 

Students can distinguish between when I am 

reading about a person, an event or an idea. 

Students can explain why an author makes 

Skills: 

Readers will independently read a biography 

and use the class note-taking outline to jot at 

least 7 important facts. 

Readers will independently create a timeline 

of at least 2-3 important events in the life of 

the subject they are studying from their 

nonfiction biography. 

Readers will independently determine 2-3 

central ideas representative of the life story 

of their subject and provide text evidence to 

support their theories. 

 Readers will independently evaluate their 

notes to determine at least 1 event that 

influenced other events, ideas or individuals. 

Readers will independently evaluate their 

notes to determine at least 1 idea that 
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specific decisions about where to place a 

sentence, a paragraph or any other text feature. 

Students can explain why an author includes 

specific information about a subject and 

determine the source’s reliability. 

Students can notice how different authors of 

books on similar topics may offer conflicting 

information. 

Students can create a thesis statement. 

Students can support my claim with clear 

reasons and relevant text evidence. 

Students can include a counterclaim to 

illustrate full understanding of all points of 

view. 

 

influenced other ideas, events or individuals. 

Writers will independently create a list of 

about 3-5 character traits of the person they 

are researching in their writer’s notebooks. 

Writers will independently paraphrase 3 

facts that support each trait (3 traits = 9 

facts) from their nonfiction resources.   

Writers will independently craft at least 3 

versions of a thesis statement for their 

biography essay in their writer’s notebooks 

and then choose the one they will use in 

their final product.   

Writers will independently consider how 

other leaders, societies; interest groups may 

perceive or view the subject of their study 

and then write a paragraph highlighting 

those perspectives in their writer’s 

notebooks. 

 

In this unit plan, the following 21st Century Life and Careers skills are addressed: 

Check ALL that apply – 
 

21
st
 Century Themes 

 Indicate whether these skills are: 

● E – encouraged 

● T – taught 

● A – assessed 

Career Ready Practices 

9.1 Personal Financial Literacy  E CRP1.    Act as a responsible and 

contributing citizen and employee. 

 Income and Careers  ETA CRP2.    Apply appropriate 

academic and technical skills. 

 Money Management   CRP3.    Attend to personal health 

and financial well-being. 

 Credit and Debt Management  ETA CRP4.    Communicate clearly and 

effectively and with reason. 

 Planning, Saving, and Investing  E CRP5.    Consider the 

environmental, social and 

economic impacts of decisions. 

 Becoming a Critical Consumer   CRP6.    Demonstrate creativity 

and innovation. 

 Civic Financial Responsibility  ETA CRP7.    Employ valid and reliable 

research strategies. 
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 Insuring and Protecting   CRP8.    Utilize critical thinking to 

make sense of problems and 

persevere in solving them. 

9.2 Career Awareness, Exploration, 

and Preparation 

 E CRP9.    Model integrity, ethical 

leadership and effective 

management. 

x Career Awareness   CRP10.  Plan education and career 

paths aligned to personal goals. 

 Career Exploration  ETA CRP11.  Use technology to 

enhance productivity. 

 Career Preparation   CRP12.  Work productively in 

teams while using cultural global 

competence. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

 

T.8.1 All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize 

information in order to solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and 

communicate knowledge. 

 

Student Resources 

Primary Source  Readings  

Students will need at least THREE resources on the same person: 

2 books and one Internet article 

   Reader’s and Writer’s notebooks 

Secondary Source 

Readings 

   Internet resources on a variety of important figures 

Supporting Text pages Reader’s and Writer’s Notebook 

Teacher Resources 

Texts: Franklin D. Roosevelt A Leader in Troubled Times by Editors of TIME for Kids; 

Franklin D. Roosevelt From New Deal to World Statesman by Adrian Gilbert; Promises to 

Keep by Sharon Robinson; Stealing Home The Story of Jackie Robinson by Barry Denenberg 

Supplemental Workbooks: Power Points - Complex and Compound Sentences; MLA 

Citations 

Websites:  
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Worksheets: ―The Story of Milton Hershey‖; ―The Peanuts Gang‖ 

Videos: 

 

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence 

Performance Task(s): 

Informational/Explanatory Essay - Pre-writing 

and Published copy 

Research Based Argument Essay 

 

 

Other Evidence: 

Unit Pre/Post Tests - ―Nurses in the 

Wilderness‖ by Ruth L. Ewers 

On Demand Explanatory Essay 

Bibliography and Citations 

Learning Scales 

 

Suggested Pacing Schedule 

Week 1 

● Unit pre-test 

● Structure of biography 

● Key information 

● Character traits 

● Gathering sources 

● Choosing a subject 

● Taking Notes 

 

Week 2 

● Taking notes 

● Creating timelines 

● Reading across several texts for information 

● Writing summaries 

● Paraphrasing 

 

Week 3 

● Taking notes 

● Creating timelines 
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● Reading across several texts for information 

● Writing summaries 

● Paraphrasing 

● Creating a thesis statement 

● Gathering evidence and reasons 

● Planning an essay 

 

Week 4 

● Drafting an essay on character trait of subject 

● Revising essay 

● Adding evidence 

● Citing sources 

● Paraphrasing 

 

Week 5 

● Editing 

● Final Copy Essay 

● Prompt and Bio text set #1 

● Prompt and Bio text set #2 

Week 6 

● Preparation for presentations 

● Presentations and Celebrations 

● Post Test 

●  

Teacher’s College Reading Assessments Should Be Complete!!! 

 

Independent Reading takes place each day during Reader’s Workshop.  At this time, students will 

record thinking based on the objective for the day! 

 

Day 1: Pre-Test Readers will use Unit 2 Assessment as a pre-test for this unit. 

Day 2: Mini-Lesson – Introduce structure of Biography genre. - Use anchor chart 

and a sample biography Franklin D. Roosevelt and Promises to Keep to 

demonstrate and record characteristics. (eg. organization, title, table of contents, 

pictures, fictional elements.) 

 

Writers will think about territories such as: history, music, art, science, sports, 
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etc. and brainstorm people they would be interested in learning about. Then they 

will write 2-3 sentences about each person 

 

Day 3: Instructional Read Aloud -  Franklin D. Roosevelt  Readers stop and jot 

as they identify specific information about key figure. (eg. birth date, birthplace, 

family, childhood, important life events) 

 

Writers will think about territories such as: history, music, art, science, sports, 

etc. and brainstorm people they would be interested in learning about. Then they 

will write 2-3 sentences about each person. 

 

Day 4: Readers use anchor chart to list identified traits, using Tier 2 Vocabulary. 

Promises to Keep Pages 28-29; Franklin D. Roosevelt A Leader in Troubled 

Times Pages 20-21 

 

Writers will select biography of interest and reading ability and begin to take 

notes according to procedure with mentor text. 

Day 5: Readers will identify challenges and difficulties faced by selected person 

and make inferences based on details. Promises to Keep Pages 36-38; 46-47. 

 

Day 6: Readers use anchor chart to list identified traits, using Tier 2 Vocabulary. 

Promises to Keep Pages 28-29; Franklin D. Roosevelt A Leader in Troubled 

Times Pages 20-21 

Writers will take notes on selected biography, creating timelines and noting 

personal qualities of  person. 

 

Day 7: Students will extrapolate important information from biography handout – 

―Life is Sweet – The Story of Milton Hershey‖ (Partner Work) 

 

Readers will make inferences based on mentor text readings. 

Students will extrapolate important information from biography handout. - ―The 

Peanuts Gang‖ (Independent Reading Level) 

 

Writers will think continue to extrapolate important information from selected 
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biography, making inferences noted from text. 

 

Day 8: Readers will extrapolate important information from biography, noting 

time period and positive attributes of subject. – Mentor Text Franklin D. 

Roosevelt A Leader in Troubled Times Pages 23 – 25. 

 

Writers will examine a variety of biographies in groups and independently to 

determine what makes a good introduction. 

 

Day 9: Readers will make inferences based on mentor text readings. - Franklin 

D. Roosevelt A Leader in Troubled Times Pages 28-29; Promises to Keep Pages 

40-43 

 

Day 10: Writers will practice writing different introductions for the essay 

explaining their selected biography. 

 

Day 11: Continue to use varied resources to supplement information to be used 

in essay. 

 

Day 12: Research subject, using second book and/or Internet resources to 

supplement information to be used in essay. 

 

Day 13: Mini-Lesson on Leads - Draft essay using selected Lead for opening 

and outline of body. 

 

Day 14: Model different ways to conclude essay - Draft conclusion, using 

model for format and continue with body of essay. 

 

Day 15: Mini-Lesson on Paraphrasing - Paraphrase information selected so 

that writing is own. Add/delete selected information. 

 

Day 16: Readers will continue to examine varied sources to increase information 

about subject of biography and compare and contrast. 
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Writers will use gathered information to begin rough draft of explanatory essay. 

 

Day 17: Mini-lesson – Using complex sentences when writing information. 

(Power Point and Group Activity) 

 

Writers will continue to use gathered information for writing rough draft of 

explanatory essay, including complex sentences in their writing. 

 

Day 18: Mini lesson – Using participial clauses to expand sentences in their 

writing. 

 

Writers will complete rough draft and revise and edit. Use graphic organizer to 

help guide 

 

Day 19: Students will use MLA to document resources used to gather 

information in explanatory essay. (PowerPoint) 

Writers will revise/edit final draft of explanatory essay. Use Pair/Share and 

revising worksheet to make suggestions to partner. 

 

Day 20: Writers will graphically revise and edit essay, looking for: 

● Lead in introduction 

● Transition sentence that relates to the lead 

● Thesis statement, which describes person’s accomplishment. 

● Topic sentence in each paragraph. 

● Relevant details associated with topic. 

● Transition words used throughout. 

● Tier 2 vocabulary 

● Quote in conclusion. 

● Transition sentence that relates to quote 

● Powerful ending sentence 

 

Day 21: Writers will use rough draft of essay to publish final draft on Google 
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Apps. 

 

Writers will publish MLA citations for two book sources and one internet source 

used for gathering of information for explanatory essay. 

 

Day 22:   Unit 2 – Biography Post Test – Assess students’ proficiency with 

● citing textual evidence that supports what the text explicitly says 

● citing textual evidence that supports inferences made 

● analysis of how the text makes connections between individuals 

● determining the meaning of words and their impact on tone 

● writing an explanatory response using specific evidence from the text 
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Unit 3 Plan Title 
 

Reading Literature and Writing Literary Essays 

Author Comparison 

Suggested Time Frame December - February 

 

 

Overview / Rationale 

In this unit students will explore various works written by one author and focus understanding 

on the similarities and differences in the structure and theme of each. Their attention will also 

be focused on discovering symbols employed by authors and meanings of each. 

  

Students will explore different works of the same author. In studying the style of chosen 

author, students will find a common message and/or thread that the author tries to get across to 

the reader.  Upon completion of the novel, students will view movie as a means of 

comparison/contrast and write a literary essay defending their analysis. 

  

Additionally, students will write literary essays that explore the theme and symbolism studied 

in independent read-aloud and compare/contrast literary styles and techniques used by the 

author in both independent books read, citing textual evidence to support their thesis. 

 

 

Stage 1 – Desired Results  

Established Goals: 
RL 8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says 

explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.    

  

RL 8.2 Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the 

text, including its relationship to supporting ideas; provide an objective summary of the text. 

                                                                                              

RL 8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue in a story propel the action, reveal aspects of a 

character or provoke a decision.                                                                                            

  

RL 8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 

figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning 

and tone, including analogies or allusions to other texts. 

  

RL 8.5 Analyze in detail the structure of a specific paragraph in a text, including the role of 

particular sentences in developing and refining a key concept. 

  

RL 8.6 Analyze how differences in the points of view of the characters and the audience or 

reader (e.g. created through the use of dramatic irony) create such effects as suspense or humor.

                                                                                               

RL 8.7 Analyze the extent to which a filmed or live production of a story or drama stays faithful 
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to or departs from the text or script, evaluating the choices made by the director or actors 

  

W8.1 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence 

a)     Introduce claim(s), acknowledge and distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing 

claims, and organize the reasons and evidence logically. 

b)    Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate, credible 

sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text. 

c)     Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among 

claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

d)    Establish and maintain a formal style. 

e)     Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument 

presented. 

 

Enduring Understandings: 
 

Fiction allows us to reflect on and mentally 

explore the challenges we all face in life. 

 

Authors write for a variety of purposes. 

 

Essential Questions: 
 

Why do some characters prevail and some fail? 

How does literature reflect and affect our 

lives? 

Is conflict an inevitable part of the human 

experience? 

 

Knowledge: 

Students can make inferences about a literary 

text and provide text evidence to support my 

ideas. 

Students can make inferences about a 

nonfiction text and provide text evidence to 

support my ideas. 

Students can determine a theme or central idea 

of a literary text and provide supportive text 

evidence. 

 

Students can provide a summary of a literary 

text. 

 

Students can come up with 2-3 character traits 

for characters in a story and offer text 

evidence to support my claim. 

 

Skills: 
Readers will participate in Book Clubs and 

analyze historical fiction looking at author’s 

literary style and providing text evidence to 

support their understanding. 

 

Readers will independently read nonfiction 

resources and use the class note-taking 

outline to jot at least 7 important facts. 

 

Readers will independently determine 2-3 

central ideas representative of their topic and 

provide text evidence to support their 

understanding. 

 

Readers will independently create a list of 

about 6-8 supporting ideas/facts to be 

covered in research essay. 

 

Readers will independently evaluate their 

notes to determine at least one main idea to 
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Students can create a thesis statement. 

 

Students can figure out when an author is 

sharing information that conflicts with my 

own point of view or the author’s point of 

view in a nonfiction text. 

 

Students can analyze the different points of 

views of major and minor characters in a 

literary text. 

 

Students can read a prompt and figure out how 

to answer it using appropriate text evidence 

from nonfiction resources. 

 

Students can support a written claim with clear 

reasons and relevant text evidence. 

 

Students can extract relevant details from 

nonfiction resources. 

 

Students can paraphrase and cite an author’s 

words from nonfiction texts. 

 

Students can use transitional phrases to 

elaborate my ideas and to connect my reasons 

and evidence to my thesis statement. 

Students can determine a theme or central idea 

of a nonfiction text and provide supportive 

text evidence. 

 

Students can provide a summary of a 

nonfiction text. 

 

Students can distinguish between when I am 

reading about an historical person, an event or 

an idea. 

 

be covered in each paragraph of research 

essay. 

 

Writers will independently paraphrase 3 facts 

that support each research-based topic from 

their nonfiction resources. 

 

Writers will independently craft at least 3 

versions of a thesis statement for their 

researched topic in their writer’s notebooks 

and then choose the one they will use in their 

final product. 

 

Writers will independently use MLA citations 

for at least 3 resources used in researching 

topic. 
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Students can notice how different authors of 

books on similar topics may offer conflicting 

information. 

 

 

 

In this unit plan, the following 21st Century Life and Careers skills are addressed: 

Check ALL that apply – 
 

21
st
 Century Themes 

 Indicate whether these skills are: 

● E – encouraged 

● T – taught 

● A – assessed 

Career Ready Practices 

9.1 Personal Financial Literacy   CRP1.    Act as a responsible and 

contributing citizen and employee. 

 Income and Careers   CRP2.    Apply appropriate academic 

and technical skills. 

 Money Management   CRP3.    Attend to personal health and 

financial well-being. 

 Credit and Debt Management  ETA CRP4.    Communicate clearly and 

effectively and with reason. 

 Planning, Saving, and Investing  ETA CRP5.    Consider the environmental, 

social and economic impacts of 

decisions. 

 Becoming a Critical Consumer   CRP6.    Demonstrate creativity and 

innovation. 

 Civic Financial Responsibility  ETA CRP7.    Employ valid and reliable 

research strategies. 

 Insuring and Protecting  ET CRP8.    Utilize critical thinking to make 

sense of problems and persevere in 

solving them. 

9.2 Career Awareness, Exploration, 

and Preparation 

 ET CRP9.    Model integrity, ethical 

leadership and effective management. 

x Career Awareness   CRP10.  Plan education and career paths 

aligned to personal goals. 

 Career Exploration  ETA CRP11.  Use technology to enhance 

productivity. 

 Career Preparation   CRP12.  Work productively in teams 

while using cultural global competence. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

 

T.8.1 All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information in 

order to solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate knowledge. 
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Student Resources 

Primary Source  

Readings 

Two Independent Reading novels by same author 

 

Secondary Source 

Readings 

Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck 

The Pearl and ―The Travels with Charlie‖ by John Steinbeck 

 

Supporting Text pages Reader’s and Writer’s notebooks 

Teacher Resources 

Texts: Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck 

The Pearl and ―The Travels with Charlie‖ by John Steinbeck 

 

Supplemental Workbooks: 
 

Websites:  
 

Worksheets: Luis Suarez and Justin Bieber biographies 

 

Videos: Of Mice and Men movie 

 

 

 

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence 

Performance Task(s): 

Compare and Contrast Essay Film to Text 

Literary Essay Author Comparison - Pre-

writing and Published Essay 

Literary Symbol/Text Evidence Poster 

Argument Essay 

Other Evidence: 

Book Tests 

Benchmark 

Pre and Post Unit Test 

Scales 

 

Suggested Pacing Guide 

Week #1 
Begin Read Aloud for Of Mice and Men 

Students read author’s choice books 

Character and Conflict 
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Dialogue 

  

Week #2 
Text evidence 

Theme 

Symbolism 

Setting 

Theme 

Writing a claim 

 

Week #3 
Text Evidence 

Figurative Language 

Mood 

Conflict 

 

Week #4 
Complete novel OMAM 

Theme 

Direct/Indirect Characterization 

Personal Reaction to Theme 

 

 

Week #5   
Watch film Of Mice and Men 

Begin Literary Essay – Use model on Steinbeck 

Read other short works of Steinbeck 

Author’s craft 

 

Week #6 
Setting 

Style used to introduce second novel 

Characterization 

Symbolism 

  

Week #7 
Character motives 

Chapter parallels 

Character development 

 

Week #8 
Analysis of Conclusion 

Climax 

Resolution 
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Theme 

Framework for Literary Essay 

 

Week #9 
Literary Essay 

Publishing and Presentation 

Celebration of Writing 

The Pearl Movie Trailers (G and T) 

  

 

 

Stage 3 – Learning Plan 

Instructional 

Strategies 

Descriptions 
 

 

Suggested 

Learning 

Activities 

Day 1:  Students will interact with new vocabulary from OMAM Chapter 1, responding 

to questions using the word, writing synonyms, and recording its part of speech. 

  

Day 2:  Readers will preview OMAM making predictions based on title alone, 

cover/graphics/ back of book, two free predictions; examine division of chapters – 

identifying chapter titles; list three questions you have before even reading the book. 

 

Independent Reading- What can I learn from my own book through preview? How do I 

know? 

 

Students will examine background of John Steinbeck and time period in order to better  

understand his writing. – Power Point notes 

  

Day 3:   Students will take Unit 4 Model Curriculum Pre Test – scene from a play 

Students will interact with new vocabulary from OMAM Chapter 2 responding to 

questions using the word, writing synonyms, and recording its part of speech. 

 

Day 4:   Read Chapter 1 OMAM (Pages 1-16) and analyze character traits of 

protagonists George and Lennie, description of setting and use of dialogue as part of style 

of author. Use graphic organizer to analyze characters, citing specific evidence from the 

text. 

- Use gathered information to write a paragraph about either Lennie or George in RN.  

Independent Reading- What character traits are evident? setting?  Cite text that shows 

specific examples from personal reading. 
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Day 5:   Students will read biographical summaries of Luis Suarez and Justin Bieber, 

recording positive/negative facts about each. 

 

Collect highlighted ideas about each of the subjects read about. 

 

  

Day 6: Read Chapter 2 OMAM (Pages 17 – 37) Question Big Ideas in order to 

understand some of the lessons the author is presenting. 

 

Independent Reading- What is the Big Idea in my book?  How do I know?  What is the 

author trying to tell me? 

 

Day 7: Argument Writing Power Point - Writers will form a claim and gather 

facts/evidence to support claim. Box and bullet to support claim. 

 

Day 8: Students will interact with new vocabulary for OMAM – Chapter 3 Vocabulary 

work. 

 

Writers will continue to gather facts/evidence to support their claim. 

 

Day 9: Develop opening paragraph for Argument essay, using lead, transition, 

counterclaim and claim. 

  

Day 10: Develop two key points to support claim and write body of essay. 

  

 

Day 11: . Power Point on Mood – View clips of Mary Poppins  and Scary Mary and 

identify mood, looking at visual images and word choices. – Turn and Talk 

Read Chapter 3 OMAM (Pages 38-53) and analyze style employed by Steinbeck – 

foreshadowing and mood created.  Use sticky notes to identify visual images and word 

choices that contribute to the mood. 

 

Independent Reading- What words contribute to the mood of my book?  Cite textual 

evidence. 

Day 12: Students will complete Chapter 3 OMAM (Pages 54-65), focusing on style and 

mood. 

 

Model writing a conclusion for argument essay.  Writers craft their own conclusion. 

 

Day 13: Grammar Review - Capitalization and punctuation 

 

Writers pair/share and make suggestions for each other’s essay.  Complete Revision 
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Form. 

  

Day 14: Students will interact with new vocabulary for OMAM – Chapter 4 Vocabulary 

work. 

Argument Writing – Students will revise/edit first draft argument writing – Lead, 

Transition, Counter-Claim, Claim, Supporting Ideas and details, Conclusion, Transition 

Words, Complex Sentences. 

 

Day 15: Conflict worksheet – Understanding conflict 3.  Read Chapter 4 OMAM (Pages 

66 – 83) Use graphic organizer to record noted conflicts. 

 

Independent Reading- How is my main character responding to conflict? How do I 

know? 

 

Writers will make suggested revisions for Argument Essay. 

 

Day 16: Students will interact with new vocabulary for OMAM – Chapters 5-6 

Vocabulary work. 

 

Writers will type Argument Essay in Google Apps. Spell and Grammar Check. 

 

Day 17: Identify direct/indirect characterization. What does the main character want? 

How is he trying to obtain it? Read OMAM Chapter 5 Pages 84-98. 

Independent Reading- How is my main character responding to conflict? How do I 

know? 

 

 

Day 18: Read OMAM Chapter 6. 

What does the reader learn at the end of the story? What is the bigger picture/theme? 

What am I learning as a reader? As a person? 

 

Day 19: Students will analyze style used in OMAM, noting chapter structure, dialogue, 

character irony, themes, circular setting, foreshadowing, parallel characters 

  

Day 20: Using knowledge of theme as the author’s message, writers will identify 

recurring themes in personal life and add details for each. 

 

Writers will expand ideas about recurring themes in personal life. 

 

Day 21: Begin watching movie, noting similarities and differences between text and 

video. Readers will compare/contrast novel and movie, focusing on setting, characters, 

plot and effect of changes. 
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Day 22: Continue watching movie, noting similarities and differences between text and 

video. 

  

Write short reflective response using compare/contrast chart used during viewing of 

movie. 

  

Day 23: Preview new novel The Pearl, examining covers, graphics, chapter divisions. 

Interact with new Chapter 1 vocabulary words through Vocabulary Review – Respond to 

questions using new word in a sentence.   

  

Day 24: Summarize the different settings and time periods of the two novels written by 

Steinbeck. 

 

Day 25: Take a walk in the PARCC – Review results of Unit 2 test; Read and compare 

―Confetti Girl‖ and ―Tortilla Sun‖ 

 

Students will use independent reading novel to analyze style used by author in 

preparation for essay. 

  

Day 26: Mini-lesson: Anchor chart showing differences and similarities in 

Steinbeck’s writing - Compare and contrast style of writing and development of 

characters as used by Steinbeck in The Pearl – Chapter 1 Pages 1-12. What is the setting 

of novel? 

  

Day 27: Interact with new vocabulary from The Pearl, Chapter 2. 

 

How do I respond to an OEQ, using evidence from the text to support my answer? 

Model response for the following:  Of Mice and Men is often studied as an example of 

―foreshadowing‖ in literature.  How does Steinbeck foreshadow the key events of the 

book? What does this effect do for the mood of the book? 

  

Day 28: Compare and contrast style of writing and development of characters as used by 

Steinbeck in excerpts from The Pearl- Chapter 2 Pages 13-20 

 

Day 29:  Mini-lesson- What does the main character want? What does he need or desire? 

Universal wants. Class discussion 

 

Independent Reading- What does my main character want? Is it similar to other 

book/partner work.  

 

Interact with new vocabulary from The Pearl, Chapter 3. 
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Day 30: Compare and contrast style of writing and development of characters as used by 

Steinbeck in excerpts from The Pearl Chapter 3 Pages 21-40 

 

Mini-lesson- What kind of person is the main character? How do you know? Do others 

like him/her?  

 

Independent Reading- Analyze the main character and if they are liked. What evidence 

do you have?  

 

Partner talk- Would your partner’s character be viewed the same if they were plucked 

and dropped into your book? 

 

  

PARCC prep – Study Island 

 

Day 31: Interact with new vocabulary from The Pearl, Chapter 4. 

 

Writers will use proper OEQ format to respond to the following, using text evidence: 

 

Consider the scene in Crook’s room.  How does Steinbeck characterize Crooks and the 

others, and how does the conversation in the chapter play out in the context of the novel 

as a whole? 

  

Day 32:  
Instructional read aloud:  Lens- Cause and Effect. How and why major and minor 

incidents happen in literature.  

 

Compare and contrast style of writing and development of characters as used by 

Steinbeck in excerpts from The Pearl Chapter 4 Pages 41-57 

 

Instructional read aloud- Lens- Cause and Effect. How and why major and minor  

Independent Reading- Making T-charts of cause and effect.  

 

Day 33: Interact with new vocabulary from The Pearl, Chapter 5. 

  

Day 34: Compare and contrast style of writing and development of characters as used by 

Steinbeck in excerpts from The Pearl Chapter 5 Pages 58-67 

 

Mini-lesson-  Finding symbolism throughout the book Brief overview of  figurative 

language.  

 

 

Day 35: Mini-lesson- How an author plays with time. The ways to extend time in a 

passage and the reason why some parts require more attention than others.  
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Independent Reading- How does my author play with time? Chapter is day by day? How 

much time has elapsed? 

 

Interact with new vocabulary from The Pearl, Chapter 6 

 

G and T Partner Work: Examine symbolism in song lyrics and determine social 

commentary being made.  Decide as a group if the works are allegories. Cite evidence to 

support reasoning. 

  

PARCC Prep – Study Island 

  

Day 36: Mini-lesson- Specific points in text where we can identify a 

change/development in character.  

 

Independent Reading- Events that help develop a character.  

 

Compare and contrast style of writing and development of characters as used by 

Steinbeck in excerpts from The Pearl Chapter 6 Pages 68-80. 

  

Day 37: Compare and contrast style of writing and development of characters as used by 

Steinbeck in excerpts from The Pearl Chapter 6 Pages 80-90. 

  

Day 38: Analyze style used in The Pearl as compared to Of Mice and Men.  Use notes to 

complete Compare/Contrast Organizer in RN. 

 

Day 39: Mini-lesson: Use model literary essay comparison for Of Mice and Men and 

The Pearl. Begin using notes for literary essay on personal choice books. 

  

Day 40: Continue development of literary essay first draft. 

  

PARCC prep – Study Island 

  

Day 41: Partner share and revise/edit 

  

Teacher conferences 

  

Day 42:  Writing workshops with conferencing and partner help. 

  

Publishing final drafts on Google Apps 

  

Days 43-45: Sharing essays 

  

Movie Trailers for The Pearl.  (G and T) You are going into production of the movie, 
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which will premier on April 1
st
.  You have been asked to create a trailer with your 

partner.  It must be no less than two minutes in length and no more than 3 minutes. 

Consider 

  

·      characters 

·      theme 

·      symbols 

·      setting 

·      objects of importance 

·      color 

  

·      All of these must be conveyed in your trailer.   

Modifications Special Education Students: Small strategy groups to support students, modifications 

according to IEP, questions embedded into Read-aloud are multi-leveled, scaffolded 

essay writing using graphic organizers, leveled reading books, adjusted paces 

 

English Language Learners: Same as above 

 

Students at Risk of Failure: Partner mentor, 21st Century homework help, home 

communication, choice boards 

 

Gifted Students: Enrichment clusters, group investigation, research, higher level 

supplemental texts 

 

D indicates differentiation at the lesson level 

 

 

 

 

Unit 4 Plan Title 
 

Reading Informational and Literary Texts & Writing 

Argument and Informational Texts - The Holocaust Unit 
 

Suggested Time Frame  

March - April 

 

Overview / Rationale 

Students need to gain an awareness and understanding of the pervasive nature of prejudice and 

discrimination in today’s world, and how by learning from the mistakes of the past, we can 

look to make positive changes for the future. Students will realize the importance of human 

dignity and their role in helping to preserve and defend it.  Above all, students need to realize 
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that literacy is power and that being able to access information independently allows us to be 

informed, powerful citizens.   

 

 

Stage 1 – Desired Results  

Established Goals: 

RI 8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says 

explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

  

RI 8.2 Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the 

text, including its relationship to supporting ideas; provide an objective summary of the text. 

  

RI 8.3 Analyze how a text makes connections among and distinctions between individuals, 

ideas, or events (e.g., through comparisons, analogies, or categories). 

  

RL 8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 

figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning 

and tone, including analogies or allusions to other texts. 

  

RL 8.5 Analyze in detail the structure of a specific paragraph in a text, including the role of 

particular sentences in developing and refining a key concept. 

  

RI 8.6 Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how the author 

acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence or viewpoints. 

  

RL 8.7 Analyze the extent to which a filmed or live production of a story or drama stays 

faithful to or departs from the text or script, evaluating the choices made by the director or 

actors 

  

RI 8.9 Analyze a case in which two or more texts provide conflicting information on the same 

topic and identify where the texts disagree on matters of fact or interpretation. 

                                                                                                                         

W8.1 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence 

a)      Introduce claim(s), acknowledge and distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing 

claims, and organize the reasons and evidence logically. 

b)     Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate, credible 

sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text. 

c)      Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among 

claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

d)     Establish and maintain a formal style. 
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e)      Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument 

presented. 

 

Enduring Understandings: 
 

Our character defines who we are, especially 

in challenging situations. 

 

Different types of texts place different 

demands on the reader.  

 

Understanding text features, text structures, 

and characteristics associated with different 

text genres (including print and non-print) 

facilitates the reader’s ability to make meaning 

of the text. 

  

Reading across several texts on the same 

topic teaches the reader the different 

perspectives or facets of a topic. 

 

Authors influence their readers by providing 

compelling and logical reasons or evidence 

about their ideas. 

 

Writers of arguments strengthen their 

positions by acknowledging competing 

position. 

 

Writers of argument essays use a range of 

sources to find evidence that supports their 

claim. 

 

Essential Questions: 

Does silence equal consent? 

 

Does history repeat itself? 

 

Has the world learned the meaning of the   

saying ―Never Forget?‖ 

Knowledge: Students can make inferences 

about a literary text and provide text evidence 

to support my ideas. 

 

Students can make inferences about a 

nonfiction text and provide text evidence to 

support my ideas. 

 

Students can determine a theme or central idea 

Skills: 
Readers will participate in Book Clubs and 

analyze historical fiction looking at author’s 

literary style and providing text evidence to 

support their understanding. 

 

Readers will independently read nonfiction 

resources and use the class note-taking 

outline to jot at least 7 important facts. 
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of a literary text and provide supportive text 

evidence. 

 

Students can provide a summary of a literary 

text. 

 

Students can come up with 2-3 character traits 

for characters in a story and offer text 

evidence to support my claim. 

 

Students can create a thesis statement. 

Students can figure out when an author is 

sharing information that conflicts with my 

own point of view or the author’s point of 

view in a nonfiction text. 

 

Students can analyze the different points of 

views of major and minor characters in a 

literary text. 

 

Students can read a prompt and figure out how 

to answer it using appropriate text evidence 

from nonfiction resources. 

 

Students can support a written claim with 

clear reasons and relevant text evidence. 

 

Students can extract relevant details from 

nonfiction resources. 

 

Students can paraphrase and cite an author’s 

words from nonfiction texts. 

 

Students can use transitional phrases to 

elaborate my ideas and to connect my reasons 

and evidence to my thesis statement. 

 

Students can determine a theme or central idea 

Readers will independently determine 2-3 

central ideas representative of their topic and 

provide text evidence to support their 

understanding. 

 

Readers will independently create a list of 

about 6-8 supporting ideas/facts to be 

covered in research essay. 

 

Readers will independently evaluate their 

notes to determine at least one main idea to 

be covered in each paragraph of research 

essay. 

 

Writers will independently paraphrase 3 

facts that support each research-based topic 

from their nonfiction resources. 

 

Writers will independently craft at least 3 

versions of a thesis statement for their 

researched topic in their writer’s notebooks 

and then choose the one they will use in 

their final product. 

 

Writers will independently use MLA 

citations for at least 3 resources used in 

researching topic. 
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of a nonfiction text and provide supportive 

text evidence. 

 

Students can provide a summary of a 

nonfiction text. 

 

Students can distinguish between when I am 

reading about an historical person, an event or 

an idea. 

 

Students can notice how different authors of 

books on similar topics may offer conflicting 

information. 

 

 

 

 

 

In this unit plan, the following 21st Century Life and Careers skills are addressed: 

Check ALL that apply – 
 

21
st
 Century Themes 

 Indicate whether these skills are: 

● E – encouraged 

● T – taught 

● A – assessed 

Career Ready Practices 

9.1 Personal Financial Literacy   CRP1.    Act as a responsible and 

contributing citizen and employee. 

 Income and Careers   CRP2.    Apply appropriate 

academic and technical skills. 

 Money Management   CRP3.    Attend to personal health 

and financial well-being. 

 Credit and Debt Management  ETA CRP4.    Communicate clearly and 

effectively and with reason. 

 Planning, Saving, and Investing  ETA CRP5.    Consider the 

environmental, social and economic 

impacts of decisions. 

 Becoming a Critical Consumer   CRP6.    Demonstrate creativity and 

innovation. 

 Civic Financial Responsibility  ETA CRP7.    Employ valid and reliable 

research strategies. 

 Insuring and Protecting   CRP8.    Utilize critical thinking to 

make sense of problems and 
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persevere in solving them. 

9.2 Career Awareness, Exploration, 

and Preparation 

 ETA CRP9.    Model integrity, ethical 

leadership and effective 

management. 

 Career Awareness   CRP10.  Plan education and career 

paths aligned to personal goals. 

 Career Exploration  ETA CRP11.  Use technology to enhance 

productivity. 

 Career Preparation   CRP12.  Work productively in teams 

while using cultural global 

competence. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

T.8.1 All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information 

in order to solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate 

knowledge. 

 

 

Student Resources 

Primary Source  

Readings 

Tell Them We Remember – The Story of the Holocaust by 

Susan D. Bachrach 

 

The Holocaust by Susan Willoughby 

Movies: Paper Clips; Jakob the Liar; Life is Beautiful; Diary of 

Anne Frank 

Secondary Source 

Readings 

http://www.ushmm.org 

Historical fiction Book Club novels 

Supporting Text pages  

Teacher Resources 

Texts: Tell Them We Remember - The Story of the Holocaust by Susan D. Bachrach; 

The Holocaust by Susan Willoughby 

 

Supplemental Workbooks: 
 

Websites:http://www.ushmm.org 

 

Worksheets: 
 

Videos: Paper Clips; Jakob the Liar; Life is Beautiful; Diary of Anne Frank 

 

 

http://www.ushmm.org/
http://www.ushmm.org/
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Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence 

Performance Tasks: 

Literary Critique 

Constructed Response 

Oral/Visual Presentation for Museum 

Topic Research Paper 

Other Evidence: 

Pre- and Post- Unit Tests 

Reader’s and Writer’s Notebook 

 

Suggested Pacing Guide 

Week 1 
  

Unit Pre-Assessment 

Text features of non-fiction 

Choosing a topic for research 

Using skimming strategies to extract information from nonfiction texts 

Determine author’s beliefs and purpose through close reading of nonfiction texts 

Model asking/answering questions to be answered in doing research 

Research topic to gather information for research paper 

Determine big ideas from clips of movie Paper Clips 

 

Week 2 
  

Chunk paragraphs and break down complex sentences to help with comprehension 

Identify cause and effect in nonfiction text to recognize the specific focus 

Identify and describe the organization and purpose of the text by noting lists and powerful 

sentences 

Identify shocking and thought-provoking thoughts in text. 

Key word strategy to help summarize 

Continue research and note-taking on assigned topic 

Make comparisons to text while viewing movie Life is Beautiful 

Use notes to begin crafting essay for research project 

 

Week 3 
Use variety of strategies to break down unfamiliar vocabulary 

Key word strategy to help summarize 

Use sequence of events to create a timeline 

Use variety of questions to make sense of nonfiction text 
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Use questioning to determine the big idea in a text 

Craft varied thesis statements for research paper 

Use notes to begin crafting essay for research project 

 

 

Week 4 
Gather pictorial resources for assigned topics and cite sources 

Use questioning to determine the big idea in a text 

Grow ideas using textual evidence 

Determine important details and relevant evidence to be used in essay 

Revise/Edit essay 

Peer reading and individual conferencing for research project 

Week 5-6 
Create MLA citations for sources used 

Work on tri-fold boards for Holocaust Museum 

 

 

 

Stage 3 – Learning Plan 

Instructional 

Strategies 

Independent Reading & Writing 

Close Reading 

Guided Reading 

Small-Group Strategy Lessons 

Explicit, Whole-Group Mini-Lessons 

Explicit Strategy Instruction 

Read Aloud 

Partner Reading 

Turn and Talk 

Stop and Jot 

Reading Log 

Free-Writing 

Writing Process 

Think-Aloud 

Suggested 

Learning 

Independent Reading takes place each day during Reader’s Workshop.  

At this time, students will record thinking based on the objective for the 
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Activities day! 

 

Day 1:   

Examine different features of nonfiction text including labels, 

photographs, captions, cross-section, maps, types of print, close-up, table 

of contents, index, glossary) and chart the information. “What Was the 

Holocaust?” 

 

Independent reading – what text features are used in my reading “The 

Jews – A Persecuted Race?” - Chart in notebook. 

 

Pre-Reading Activity Possible Sentences – Use list of selected phrases 

and have students write sentences using at least five selections. 

 

Students will choose a topic for research after finding information about 

varying Holocaust topics. 

 

Day 2:    

Using B.I.G.F.O.X. strategy, model skimming of text to gather 

information. “Adolf Hitler and the Rise of Nazism” 

 

Independent reading – apply skimming strategies to gather information 

from article “Depression!” 

 

After mini lesson on reliable sources, students will begin searching for 

information from various sources on selected Holocaust topic. 

 

 

 

Day 3: 

Using mentor text Tell Them We Remember the Story of the Holocaust  

read aloud Introduction so that students can determine author’s teaching, 

beliefs, purpose, connections. 

 

Independent reading – Use post-its to mark article, noting important 

information, questions, text features. 

               “The Plight of Jews in Germany”/―Persecution‖ 

 

Continue searching for information from various sources on selected 
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Holocaust topic. 

 

Day 4:     
Mentor Text – Pages 2-5 Read Aloud so that students will be able to 

notice different comparisons happening (Eastern Euro Jews and Western 

Euro Jews as well as modern and more traditional Jews. Help students 

find the BIG idea – why does the author share all of this background 

information about Jewish life in Europe at this time? Why show pictures 

of the people who lived then? How does the map support understanding? 

Do these pages connect to the introduction in any way? 

 

Independent Reading – look for the Big Idea in article ―Escape to 

Freedom‖ and ―War and the Ghettos‖ 

 

Continue searching for information from various sources on selected 

Holocaust topic. 

 

Day 5: 
Model reading non-fiction text for clarity. Model how to attack a difficult 

piece of text. Use post-its to mark text/passages that are unclear in part. 

Demonstrate isolating chunks of text and re-reading for clarity. 

 

Independent Reading – Chunk text for clarity in understanding. ‖The 

Children of the Terezin Ghetto‖ and ―The Camps‖ 

 

Continue searching for information from various sources on selected 

Holocaust topic. 

 

  

Day 6: 

Model how to group ―chunks‖ of text that go together and break down a 

complex sentence to extract meaning. ―Anti-Semitism‖ Pages 6-7 

 

Independent reading – ―Anti-Semitism‖ Pages 6-7  Students will read 

independently working out hard sentences to make meaning of text.  

Discuss as a class and closely analyze. 

 

Discuss Power Point ―Resistance Fighters During the Holocaust‖ and 

have students take notes on important details. 

 

 Students will complete research and begin to plan essay on topic. 
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Day 7: 

Model using graphic organizer to identify the cause and effect in text in 

order to recognize the specific focus. ―Hitler Comes to Power‖ Pages 8-9 

 

Discuss Power Point ―Terezin‖ and have students take notes on important 

details. 

 

Readers will independently use graphic organizer to identify the cause 

and effect in ―Adolf Hitler and the Rise of Nazism‖ pages 8. 

 

Writers will organize notes taken on chosen topic and craft an 

introduction following model provided. 

 

Day 8: 

Using mentor text ―Nazi Terror Begins‖, lead students to identify the 

listing and powerful sentences in this section. 

 

Discuss Power Point ―Judenrate‖ and model taking notes on important 

details. 

 

Independent reading – Practice reading ―Depression‖ pages 10-11, 

rereading, identifying and describing the organization and purpose, 

important sentences. 

 

Day 9: 
Using mentor text ―Nazi Racism, the Boycott of Jewish Businesses/Nazi 

Propaganda‖ – Pages 12-17, read aloud so that students will be able to jot 

down facts that make them really think or facts that shock them. Model 

how to use tools to understand difficult words. 

 

Discuss tasks of Judenrate and in groups make decisions about groups of 

Jews based on council recommendations. 

 

Independent Reading – ―The Plight of Jews in Germany‖ Pages 12-13. 

Students will create ongoing lists of vocabulary terms and define. 

  

Day 10: 
Model using the key word strategy (jotting 4-5 key words for each 

paragraph while reading) and then summarizing briefly. ―The Nuremberg 

Race Laws/Enemies of the State/Locating Victims Pages/Night of 
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Broken Glass‖ Pages 18-25 

 

Independent Reading – ―Persecution‖ Pages 14-15 Continue key word 

strategy and summary. 

 

Craft outline for informational essay on chosen Holocaust topic. 

 

Make comparisons to text while viewing movie Jakob the Liar 

  

Day 11: 
Using mentor text ―Nazi Racism, the Boycott of Jewish Businesses/Nazi 

Propaganda‖ – Pages 12-17, read aloud so that students will be able to jot 

down facts that make them really think of facts that shock them. Model 

how to use tools to understand difficult words 

 

Independent reading – ―The Plight of Jews in Germany‖ Pages 12-13. 

Students will create ongoing lists of vocabulary terms and define. 

 

Mini-lesson on Writing a Thesis Statement - Writers will practice 

crafting a statement that details the intent of their paper. 

 

Day 12: 
Model using the key word strategy (jotting 4-5 key words for each 

paragraph while reading) and then summarizing briefly. ―The Nuremberg 

Race Laws/Enemies of the State/Locating Victims Pages/Night of 

Broken Glass‖ Pages 18-25 

 

Independent Reading – ―Persecution‖ Pages 14-15 Continue key word 

strategy and summary. 

 

Writers will use notes and timeline to continue writing their research 

paper. 

 

Day 13: 
Model how readers think about a timeline and ask themselves how the 

timeline helps me to understand more about the era of the Holocaust. – 

Pages 26-33 ―The Evian Conference/Voyage of St. Louis/The War 

Begins/The Murder of the Handicapped‖ 

 

Independent reading – Continue to uncover meaning behind text and use 

timeline to hold onto key events. ―Escape to Freedom‖ Pages 16-17 

 

Students will continue to organize collected information on chosen 

Holocaust topic and integrate it into their research paper. 
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Day 14: 
Model the types of questions that readers should ask as they try 

understand the text. ―Germans Occupy Western Europe/Ghettos in 

Eastern Europe/Life in the Ghetto‖ – Pages 36-41 

 

Identify pattern of cause/effect.   Does the author try to persuade the 

reader in any way? How? Can reader identify the facts/opinions? How do 

statistics and data support the author’s perspective? Do you find the 

author’s evidence convincing? Explain. What new information did you 

learn? How can you apply this information to an issue or problem in 

today’s world? How did this new information change your way of 

thinking about this subject? What words, phrases, and statements does 

the author use that caught your attention? Why? How did they make you 

feel? What did they make you think? Did the author weave opinion and 

fact statements into the piece? Find examples of each. 

 

Independent reading – Apply good questioning prompts to reading and 

note responses in Reader’s Notebook. ―War and the Ghettos‖ Pgs. 18-19 

 

Day 15: 
Model – Read Aloud – Find the Big Idea modeling good questioning 

skills. Were there any photographs, illustrations, charts, graphs, or 

diagrams that were important? Select two or three and show what you 

learned from them and explain why you believe each one was important. 

Did the reading leave you with unanswered questions? What are these? 

How did you connect to the piece? Was it personal? Was it an issue that 

affects your community and the world? Explain. 

 

Independent reading – Continue to apply good questioning prompts to 

reading and note responses in Reader’s Notebook, identifying the Big 

Idea. ―The Children of the Terezin Ghetto‖ Pages 20-21 

 

Writers will craft a concluding paragraph for research paper, providing a 

response to the topic.  

  

Day 16: 
Write a short summary of topic to be used as part of Tri-fold Board. 

  

Day 17: 
Complete informational essay, checking for topic sentences and complex 

sentences. 

  

Day 18: 
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Revise/edit essay looking for transition words, Tier 2 vocabulary. Insert 

and delete information as necessary. 

  

Day 19: 
Partner read essays for fluency. Count words and improve sentence 

variation. 

  

Day 20: 
Publish final copy of essay using Google Apps. 

   

Day 21: 
Create MLA citations for each source used. 

 

Day 22: 
Tri-fold board 

  

Day 23: 
Tri-fold board 

 

Day 24: 
Celebration of Research.  Share exhibits in preparation for Holocaust 

Museum to be presented at the end of the school year. 

 

Modifications Special Education Students: Small strategy groups to support students, 

modifications according to IEP, questions embedded into Read-aloud are 

multi-leveled, scaffolded essay writing using graphic organizers, leveled 

reading books, adjusted paces 

  

English Language Learners: Same as above 

  

Students at Risk of Failure: Partner mentor, 21st Century homework 

help, home communication, choice boards 

  

Gifted Students: Enrichment clusters, group investigation, research, 

higher level supplemental texts 

  

D indicates differentiation at the lesson level 

 

 

Unit 5 Plan Title 
 

Reading Dystopian Fiction and Writing Narrative 

Ending/Argument Essay 

Suggested Time Frame May - June 
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Overview / Rationale 

In the author study unit, we exposed our eighth graders to the timeless literature of John 

Steinbeck.  Unit 5 stands on the shoulders of this work by studying the elements of fiction 

closer and growing even bigger ideas and claims about the author’s incentive and point of view 

as well as the use of symbolism and figurative language in literature.  Dystopian fiction asks 

our students to make real world connections and to consider issues of social and civil justice.  

The genre of dystopian fiction is in its very nature complex and offers students opportunities to 

close read and engage complex texts daily. The novels and stories are highly engaging and pull 

resistant and reluctant readers in.   

 

Stage 1 – Desired Results  

Established Goals: 
 

RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says 

explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.    

  

RL.8.2 Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the 

text, including its relationship to supporting ideas; provide an objective summary of the text. 

                                                                                              

RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue in a story propel the action, reveal aspects of a 

character or provoke a decision.                                                                                             

  

RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 

figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning 

and tone, including analogies or allusions to other texts. 

  

RL.8.5 Analyze in detail the structure of a specific paragraph in a text, including the role of 

particular sentences in developing and refining a key concept. 

  

RL.8.6 Analyze how differences in the points of view of the characters and the audience or 

reader (e.g. created through the use of dramatic irony) create such effects as suspense or 

humor.                                                                                               

RL.8.7 Analyze the extent to which a filmed or live production of a story or drama stays 

faithful to or departs from the text or script, evaluating the choices made by the director or 

actors 

  

  

W.8.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective 

technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event sequences. 

 

W.8.3a Engage and orient the reader by establishing a context and point of view and 

introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally and 
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logically. 

W.8.3b Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, description, and reflection, to 

develop experiences, events, and/or characters. 

W.8.3c Use a variety of transition words, phrases, and clauses to convey sequence, signal 

shifts from one time frame or setting to another, and show the relationships among experiences 

and events. 

W.8.3d Use precise words and phrases, relevant descriptive details, and sensory language to 

capture the action and convey experiences and events. 

W.8.3e Provide a conclusion that follows from and reflects on the narrated experiences or 

events. 

W.8.5 With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing 

as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on how 

well purpose and audience have been addressed.  

W.8.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present the 

relationships between information and ideas efficiently as well as to interact and collaborate 

with others. 

 

Enduring Understandings: 
 

Theme is a universal view or comment on 

society or the nature of man presented in 

fiction. 

Dystopian literature often explores common 

themes. 

Societal changes and technological 

advancements influence writers and the 

development of dystopian fiction. 

Dystopian fiction often comments on present 

circumstances in society and warns against a 

Essential Questions: 
 

What is a utopia and how does that differ 

from dystopia?  

  

What is the connection between science 

fiction and dystopian fiction? 

  

What is the relationship between dystopian 

works of fiction and real world social and 

civic issues? 

 

Is it more important to feel safe or have 

freedom of choice? 

 

Is a perfect society possible? 

 

How much government control is too much? 
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nightmarish future. 

Writers of dystopian fiction use a variety of 

literary devices to create meaning in their 

works. 

 

Knowledge: 
 

I can make inferences about a literary text and 

provide text evidence to support my ideas. 

 

I can determine a theme or central idea of a 

literary text and provide supportive text 

evidence. 

 

I can provide a summary of a literary text. 

 

I can figure out the importance of dialogue in 

a literary text such as how it reveals aspects of 

character. 

 

I can come up with 2-3 character traits for 

characters in a story and offer text evidence to 

support my claim. 

 

I can figure out the symbolism in a text and 

provide evidence to support my claim. 

 

I can analyze the different points of views of 

major and minor characters in a literary text. 

 

I can watch a film version of a literary text 

and compare and contrast the two mediums. 

   

I can support a written claim with clear 

reasons and relevant text evidence. 

 

Skills: 
 

Students will identify characteristics of 

dystopian literature. 

Students will use technology to demonstrate 

knowledge of dystopian characteristics 

Students will locate key passages, summarize 

plot, develop provocative questions, and 

research historical and social events from 

their reading of dystopian stories 

Students will write a review of a dystopian 

movie. 
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I can use transitional phrases to elaborate my 

ideas and to connect my reasons and evidence 

to my thesis statement. 

 

I can write create an original narrative scene 

based on the work of an existing dystopian 

story using similar effective techniques, 

relevant descriptive details and event 

sequence of the author. 

 

 

In this unit plan, the following 21st Century Life and Careers skills are addressed: 

Check ALL that apply – 
 

21
st
 Century Themes 

 Indicate whether these skills are: 

● E – encouraged 

● T – taught 

● A – assessed 

Career Ready Practices 

9.1 Personal Financial Literacy  ET CRP1.    Act as a responsible and 

contributing citizen and employee. 

 Income and Careers  ET CRP2.    Apply appropriate 

academic and technical skills. 

 Money Management   CRP3.    Attend to personal health 

and financial well-being. 

 Credit and Debt Management  ETA CRP4.    Communicate clearly and 

effectively and with reason. 

 Planning, Saving, and Investing  ETA CRP5.    Consider the 

environmental, social and economic 

impacts of decisions. 

 Becoming a Critical Consumer  ETA CRP6.    Demonstrate creativity and 

innovation. 

 Civic Financial Responsibility   CRP7.    Employ valid and reliable 

research strategies. 

 Insuring and Protecting  ET CRP8.    Utilize critical thinking to 

make sense of problems and 

persevere in solving them. 

9.2 Career Awareness, Exploration, 

and Preparation 

  CRP9.    Model integrity, ethical 

leadership and effective 

management. 

 Career Awareness   CRP10.  Plan education and career 

paths aligned to personal goals. 

 Career Exploration  ETA CRP11.  Use technology to enhance 

productivity. 

 Career Preparation   CRP12.  Work productively in teams 
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while using cultural global 

competence. 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

T.8.1 All students will use digital tools to access, manage, evaluate, and synthesize information 

in order to solve problems individually and collaboratively and to create and communicate 

knowledge. 

 

 

 

Student Resources 

Primary Source  

Readings 

―All Summer in a Day‖ 

―Last Dog‖ 

―Harrison Bergeron‖ 

―The Lottery‖ 

―The Veldt‖ 

―The Fun they Had‖ 

Secondary Source 

Readings 

Independent Reading Books 

Supporting Text pages  

Teacher Resources 

Texts: ―All Summer in a Day‖ by Ray Bradbury; ―Last Dog‖ by Katherine Paterson ; 

―Harrison Bergeron‖ by Kurt Vonnegut; ―The Lottery‖ by Shirley Jackson; ―The Veldt‖ by 

Ray Bradbury; ―The Fun They Had‖ by Isaac Isamov 

 

Supplemental Workbooks: 
 

Websites: 
 

Worksheets: 
 

Videos: 
 

 

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence 

Performance Task(s): 

Reader’s and Writer’s Notebook 

Other Evidence: 

Pre- and Post- Unit Assessments 

Benchmarks 
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Film to Text Essay 

Narrative Ending to Dystopian Short Story 

Character and Citations Prompted Essay 

 

 

Suggested Pacing Guide 

Week #1 
Students choose IR books 

What is Dystopian Literature? 

Author’s Purpose 

Using clues to form inferences 

Predictions 

Character and Conflict 

Setting 

Writing Dystopian literature 

 

Week #2  
What are characteristics of Dystopian Literature? 

Author’s Purpose 

Using clues to form inferences 

Predictions 

Character and Conflict 

Setting 

Open-ended Question 

  

Week #3 
Analyze characteristics of Dystopian Literature 

Character and conflict 

Underlying Theme 

Writing Dystopian Story 

 

Week #4 
Writing Dystopian Story 

Making Predictions 

Revising and editing 

 

Week #5 
Using complex sentences, dependent and independent clauses 

Dialogue 
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Revising/Editing - Peer revisions 

Final Draft 

 

Week #6 
Analyze dystopian videos, citing specific features that are characteristic of the genre. 

Write response to video. 

 

 

Stage 3 – Learning Plan 

Instructional 

Strategies 

Independent Reading & Writing 

Close Reading 

Guided Reading 

Small-Group Strategy Lessons 

Explicit, Whole-Group Mini-Lessons 

Explicit Strategy Instruction 

Read Aloud 

Partner Reading 

Turn and Talk 

Stop and Jot 

Reading Log 

Free-Writing 

Writing Process 

Think-Aloud 

Suggested 

Learning 

Activities 

Independent Reading takes place each day during Reader’s Workshop.  

At this time, students will record thinking based on the objective for the 

day! 

  

Day 1: What is a book talk? 

 

Power Point for Dystopian Literature 

  

Read ―All Summer in a Day‖ – 

  

·   Make predictions.  Complete character/conflict worksheet 
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·   Pair/Share characteristics of story that make it dystopian  

 

Day 2:  Respond to OEQ citing textual evidence that details specific 

elements of dystopian literature in story. 

 

Read Aloud -Differences in Dystopian Literature/Science Fiction - How 

can we identify this genre? 

 

How to talk in a partnership. 

  

 

Day 3: How participants chat with each other in book talk/partnership 

(leveled)- Place students in groups. Watch book club video.  

 

Read ―The Fun They Had‖ – Note dystopian characteristics, author’s 

purpose.  Track predictions. 

 

Students will pretend they belong to an online fiction writing club and 

write a short sequel to ―All Summer in a Day‖ to share with club 

members.  They are to write a story scene that is a continuation of the 

story, describing what happens when Margot is released from the closet. 

 

Brainstorm a variety of actions that each of the characters could take at 

the end of the story. 

  

Day 4: Respond to OEQ citing literary elements used in both short 

stories, citing speech, sensory details and dialogue. 

 

Model ending of a dystopian story. Writers will craft an alternate ending, 

using selected idea from yesterday’s brainstorming.   

  

Day 5: Model point of view. Students will maintain a consistent point of 

view in their alternate ending to dystopian short story. 

 

Day 6: Read ―Harrison Bergeron‖ – Note dystopian characteristics,  

author’s purpose. Track predictions. 

 

Writers will organize the sequence of final events so that their alternate  

ending progresses logically. Partner share 

 

   Day 7: Examine perspectives on competition, creating a two- column 

chart of advantages and disadvantages. Evaluate the pros and cons and 

form an opinion and then write a short response to OEQ. 
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Use short story as supporting evidence. 

  

   Day 8: Read ―The Veldt‖ – Note dystopian characteristics, author’s 

purpose. Track predictions. 

 

Writers will check for transition words that convey sequence and show 

shift in time frames.  Grammar worksheet with transition practice. 

  

   Day 9: Complete reading ―The Veldt‖ and notes on dystopian 

characteristics.  Partner share – Discuss groups of questions. 

  

   Day 10: OEQ – Use proper format to respond to question and citing 

evidence from the text. 

 

Day 11: Read ―The Lottery‖. 

·   Make predictions.  Complete character/conflict worksheet 

·   Pair/Share characteristics of story that make it dystopian. 

 

Writers will brainstorm a variety of possible topics for a dystopian story. 

Collect ideas. 

  

Day 12: Think, pair, share.  Identify setting of the story and underlying  

themes. Cite evidence from the text that shows where this theme can be  

found. 

·   The reluctance of people to reject outdated traditions, ideas, rules, 

laws, and practices. 

·   Society wrongfully designates scapegoats to bear the sins of the  

community. 

·   The wickedness of ordinary people can be just as horrifying as  

the heinous crime of a serial killer or a sadistic head of state. 

·   The unexamined life is not worth living. 

·   Following the crowd can have disastrous consequences. 

 

Writers will collect a variety of possible themes to explore in their  

dystopian story. 

  

Day 13: Since many readers of "The Lottery" tend to cite the ending,  

describing the commencement of the stoning of Tessie Hutchinson, as 
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the only disturbing part of the story, they are going to consider other 

parts of the  

story. Think/Pair/Share. 

•"[T]he whole lottery took less than two hours, so it could begin at 

 ten o'clock in the morning and still be through in time to allow the  

villagers to get home for noon dinner." 

•"Guess we better get started, get this over with, so's we can go  

back to work." 

•The villagers do not excuse children from the lottery. Even Nancy 

 Hutchinson, 12, and her little brother, Davy, must draw from the black  

box. If a child draws the slip of paper with the black dot, he or she will 

 be stoned. 

•Children take part in the stoning. Little Davy is so small that he  

throws pebbles. 

 

Nancy Hutchinson and her brother Bill laugh when they draw blank lots. 

Only two people remain to draw, their father and mother. How could 

Nancy and Bill laugh when they know that their father or mother will 

draw the lot with the black spot and die? 

• Mr. Hutchinson pulls from his wife's hand the slip of paper she 

has drawn--the losing lot- -and holds it up for all to see. He does not plead 

for his wife; he does not exhibit any sympathy. Instead, he becomes one 

of the executioners. 

Writers will decide on characters/traits for dystopian story.  Craft 

beginning using selected theme. 

Day 14: Students will work in groups to identify Irony in the story, 

explaining what makes them ironic. 

·   The word lottery implies:   
·   The sunny day suggests: 
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·   When Old Man Warner hears that the north village is considering 

ending the lottery, he says, "Next thing you know, they'll be wanting to 

go back to living in caves." How is this statement ironic? 

·   Black box (the connotation of the name & the appearance) 

·   Boys gathering stones and pebbles show … 

·   Old Man Warner (the connotation of the name) 

·   Mr. Summers (the connotation of the name) 

·   Bill and Davy Hutchinson (their actions vs. their relationship to the 

―winner‖) 

·   Mr. Graves (the connotation of the name) 

·   Village (the stereotype of the word) 

·   Mrs. Delacroix (look up the meaning of the surname) 

 

Day 15: 
Read Aloud- Government interactions- How is the government portrayed 

in the story?  

Read ―The Last Dog‖. 

·   Make predictions.  Complete character/conflict worksheet 

·   Pair/Share characteristics of story that make it dystopian. 

 

Writers will develop story sequence, maintaining a consistent point of 

view and utilizing dystopian characteristics. 

 

Day 16: Mini-lesson- Character’s reactions to the government- Are they 

similar to our own? Our parents?  Is it a voiced or internal reaction.  

 

Writers will create characters and setting for story. 

 

Day 17: Writers will outline plot and conflict for dystopian story. 

 

Day 18: Writers will pair/share for ways to improve their story and make 

revisions. 

 

Day 19: Writers will use time/sequence transition words to assure that 

they are shifting seamlessly between scenes. 

 

Day 20: Imagine what happens next to Brock and Brog.  Outline your 

thoughts. Then write a sequel that describes the encounter they have after 

leaving the dome. 

 

Day 21: Mini lesson on complex sentences. Students will revise 

accordingly, making sure that there are dependent and independent 

clauses. 
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Day 22: Mini lesson on Dialogue.  Students will revise stories, assuring 

that they have properly used the right amount of dialogue . 

 

Day 23: Writers will pair/share, using revision template to provide 

constructive criticism for improvement to partners. 

 

Day 24: Writers will use Google Apps to type finished product. 

 

Day 25: Writers will celebrate their writing, sharing with the class. 

 

Day 26: Readers will view Hunger Games, completing viewing guide 

that notes specific dystopian features. 

Day 27: Readers will complete viewing and analysis of Hunger Games. 

 

Day 28: Writers will construct a response to prompt using specific 

evidence from the movie to defend reasons why/why not the movie is 

dystopian. 

 

Day 29: Readers will view Divergent, completing viewing guide that 

notes specific dystopian features. 

 

Day 30: Readers will complete viewing and analysis of Divergent and 

complete viewing guide with specific reference to dystopian 

characteristics. 

Modifications Special Education Students: Small strategy groups to support students, 

modifications according to IEP, questions embedded into Read-aloud are 

multi-leveled, scaffolded essay writing using graphic organizers, leveled 

reading books, adjusted paces; small strategy groups; create a made-up 

dialogue between two characters in one of the short stories read; write a 

review of a dystopian movie. 

  

English Language Learners: Same as above; websites for audio versions 

of stories; pictorial charts; use consistent clear language; reteaching  

  

Students at Risk of Failure: Partner mentor, 21st Century homework 

help, home communication, choice boards 

  

Gifted Students: Enrichment clusters, group investigation, research, 

higher level supplemental texts; Read Uglies by Scott Westerfeld  

D indicates differentiation at the lesson level 

 

 


